
The Overtures
Spectacular 60s Tribute Band

The Overtures present a faithful and dynamic tribute to pop's greatest decade. With their magnificent repertoire of over 400 songs they have

rapidly built their reputation as the finest 60's tribute band in the country.

"A splendid time is guaranteed for all!" Sergeant Pepper

In detail
They are firm favourites on the private party and corporate event

circuit, performing for the likes of Sir Paul McCartney at his after-

show party in 2009 at Matter nightclub at The O2 Arena, Elvis

Costello and Diane Krall, Chris Difford of Squeeze, Kenney

Jones, the annual Liverpool Beatles Convention, the Cavern Club

and many others to mention. In 2008, Sir Elton invited the band to

entertain, this time at a party thrown to celebrate Lulu's 60th

Birthday. Many of the musical legends present were at one time

or another coaxed on to the stage to perform with the band. Sir

Elton also asked the band to support him with a 40-minute set to

17,000 people for his New Year's Eve Show at the O2 Arena in a

show that included Will Young and X-Factor winner, Alexandra

Burke. The band also played at Sir Elton's wedding. In 2008 they

were the first band 'ever' to be inducted into Beatleweek Hall Of

Fame.WHAT THEY OFFER YOULose yourself in a spectacular

sixties show that features classic hits from The Beatles, The

Rolling Stones, The Kinks, The Who, The Byrds, The Small

Faces, The Hollies, The Everly Brothers, Bob Dylan and more -

and promises 'satisfaction' every time.

Languages
They present in English.HOW THEY PRESENTHighly

entertaining and professional its no wonder The Overtures

popularity continues to grow amongst the corporate sector.

Want to know more?
Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what they

could bring to your event.^How to book them?Simply phone, fax

or e-mail us.
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